
STONECREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (SES)

JK to grade 8 English; JK to grade 8 EFI

PRINCIPAL PROFILE

POSITION SUMMARY
The Principal at Stonecrest Elementary School (SES) must possess a strong elementary teaching and management background.  The Principal is

responsible for establishing a school wide vision of commitment to high standards and the success of all students. The expectation is that the

Principal will be fluent in English, with a proficiency in French an asset in our bilingual school. Additionally, the Principal is to have the following

focuses/capabilities:

● Encourages the use of technology as part of the curriculum.

● Is technologically adept and able to demonstrate knowledge of school-related computer technology.

● Actively participates and interacts in all aspects of day-to-day school activities to lead by example – not from behind the desk.

● Possesses good “people” skills, is empathetic and friendly.

● Demonstrates a high level of initiative, self-direction and has an innovative approach to problem solving.

● Has excellent organizational skills and the ability to handle multiple projects and meet deadlines.

The key roles of the Principal will be to lead judiciously and to promote excellence, primarily supporting staff and students, with a focus on literacy

and numeracy.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF STONECREST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Stonecrest Elementary School opened in September 1998 as a JK to 5, English and EFI centre. In 1999 grade 6 English and EFI, and grade 4 MFI

were added. In 2000 grade 7 English and EFI, and grade 5 MFI were added. In 2001, grades 8 English and EFI and grade 6 MFI were added.  Grade

7 MFI was added in 2002 and grade 8 MFI in 2003. MFI was dropped as a program from the school in September 2010. In September 2013 JK and

SK programs became full day bilingual program, with 50% English instruction and 50% French instruction. Commencing September 2016, math

taught solely in English instead of French in the EFI program was instituted.

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES
Both Principal and Vice-Principal must understand what is required of children and parents in a rural/suburban area. The pressures between

home, work, school, sports (both competitive and recreational), clubs, social and family time are increased with long commuting times. The

Principal must be aware of the needs, stresses and benefits of a school community in a largely rural area with many parents involved in high-tech

and government jobs. There are a great number of factors affecting home circumstances: one or two parents with long commuting times, part-time

or shift workers, full-time parents, those with on-farm requirements, single-parents (some imposed by job requirements, i.e. one parent often

unavailable to the family due to work demands/travel), executives, and families lacking transportation or access to the healthcare system requiring

additional support from the school community. West Carleton has a high proportion of well-educated parents,

and education service demands are, therefore, also high. The encouragement and organization of intramural sports, special interest clubs, special

events, music and arts programs, primarily at nutritional breaks, is of utmost importance. The best needs of the child are the main focus of the

school community.

School leaders are pivotal to the development of excellent teaching, excellent schools and ultimately, enhanced student achievement and well

being.  Principals/Vice–Principals play a critical role as school leaders to achieve this impact.
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Human Resource Management and Leadership Awareness
The Stonecrest community seeks a Principal who:

● Actively supports the Ottawa-Carleton Board’s mission statement – “To develop and provide each learner an education of the

highest quality in a positive environment with caring, dedicated and effective staff members.”

● Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of Provincial and Board Policies and Procedures that may affect Stonecrest Elementary

School.

● Establishes, in collaboration with staff, students, and other stakeholders, an overall sense of purpose or vision for academic success at

Stonecrest to which all are strongly committed.

● Ensures that goals are strategic, specific, measurable, attainable, results-oriented, and time-bound (SMART) and lead to improved

teaching and learning.

● Helps staff and the Stonecrest community understand the relationship between the school’s vision and board and provincial policy

initiatives and priorities.

● Manages the development of a School Learning Plan (SLP) balancing SES, Board, and Ministry objectives with that of the school

community’s needs.

● Is accountable for the objectives contained in the SLP.

● Encourages staff and the school community to assume responsibility for achieving the school’s vision and goals for all students,

referencing the SLP.

● Ensures that all special education learners are provided with an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP), whether identified formally

through an Identification, Placement and Review Committee (IPRC) or not.

School staff develops the IEP with input from parents/guardians.

● Ensures that the notion of academic success for all is picked up by the staff and underpins a school-wide learning improvement agenda

that focuses on goals for student progress.

● Has proven expertise in organizational, prioritizing, leadership, fiscal and business management skills.

● Ensures self and staff remain updated on current methodology and curriculum with a commitment to professional growth.

● Cultivates collaboration and effective leadership from all sources – influential teachers, staff teams and others at Stonecrest to create

positive teacher motivation and ongoing student achievement.

● Ensures the operation of a secure, orderly and welcoming school through fair, consistent enforcement of the Stonecrest Code of

Conduct.

● Ensures that our SES facility is maintained in a safe, healthy and attractive condition.

● Believes that education is a partnership between students, teachers, parents, administration and the surrounding community that it

supports.

Leadership Behaviour
The Stonecrest community seeks a Principal who:

● Continually strives for academic excellence in students and staff, with a strong focus on literacy and numeracy.

● Promotes a positive work environment by modelling professional behaviour, promoting teamwork, and collaboration with all members

of the school community.

● Attracts and hires staff of highest calibre (among those candidates with highest seniority as per Regulation 274).

● Sets high standards for presentation of the curriculum, both inside and outside the classroom.

● Supervises the performance of SES staff through peer and other evaluation mechanisms on a regular basis.

● Encourages staff to develop and periodically review individual goals for professional growth, as well as the relationship between their

individual goals and the school’s goals.

● Is a team leader and a team player.

● Effectively manages change utilizing current best practices and innovation.

● Develops, articulates and implements a policy on anti-bullying, and discipline with fairness and consistency.
● Is accountable for his/her actions and the actions of the staff within the school.

● Acts responsibly and quickly to address the concerns of parents and staff.

● Focuses on building a sense of school community by instilling a respect for every member of the school community.

● Strives to involve staff and students in a variety of activities, many of them school-wide.

● Encourages an upbeat, welcoming, solution-oriented, no-blame, professional community of teachers who guide one another in

improving instruction and ultimately student performance (physical, mental and social).

Communication
The Stonecrest community seeks a Principal who:
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● Possesses excellent listening, oral and written communication skills in English. French proficiency in listening, oral and written skills to

the level of French Immersion taught at Stonecrest is an asset.

● Is able and willingly facilitates timely and effective ongoing respectful communication between self, staff, students and parents with the

objective of keeping everyone well informed and up to date.

● Willingly communicates all aspects of school life to the Stonecrest community and the Stonecrest Elementary School Council (SESC),

within its mandate as an advisory body.

● Maintains high visibility in the classrooms, hallways, on the playground and at school events.

● Establishes an open door policy, is accessible and approachable to the school community (students, staff, parents, stakeholders).

● Relates well to children of all ages, all abilities and unique needs.

● Initiates opportunities to develop partnerships between key internal and external partners for the purpose of enhancing the school

community.

● Responds clearly and directly (orally and in writing) to all concerns in a timely manner.

● Networks with other schools within the community.

Problem Solving
The Stonecrest community seeks a Principal who:

● Possesses excellent conflict resolution / mediation skills.

● Leads and facilitates team building, problem solving, and conflict resolution.

● Readily identifies problems and their relative importance.

● Collects pertinent information.

● Quickly identifies key students, staff or individual.

● Generates and implements appropriate solutions.

● Makes a clear decision, supported with a rationale.

● Is sensitive to the needs of the person or people involved.

● Communicates the outcomes to the necessary parties.

Personal Suitability
The Stonecrest community seeks a Principal who:

● Actively demonstrates an enjoyment of children.

● Thinks holistically.

● Understands a predominantly rural community and is sensitive to local parental concerns and our agricultural heritage.

● Actively demonstrates that learning is a partnership between students, teachers, parents, administration and the community.

● Encourages parent volunteers in the classroom and school community.

● Models and has high expectations for character development, enthusiasm for school spirit and pride, and has confidence tempered with

humility.

● Builds positive school spirit with a strong sense of community.

● Motivates staff and students to excel.

● Takes a personal and involved interest in the school community.

● Participates in and encourages full participation in SESC and its activities.

We sincerely thank you for taking the time to read our SESC profile and for your support in our search for the ideal SES Principal or Vice-Principal

candidate.

Supporting documents – The Ontario Leadership Framework – revised September 2013; The Ontario Leadership Framework Discussion and Research March 2012; and other

school profiles.
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